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Abstract - One of the solutions used for access speeds is to 

maximize non-volatile storage functions by a conventional 

Hard Disk Driver with Solid State Drive that has the TRIM 

architecture using the Redundant Array of Inexpensive 

Disks 0 configuration or the commonly known RAID 0. 

RAID 0 is a stripping technique that has the highest speed 

among other RAID configurations. However, this 

configuration has a disadvantage in that when there is 

damage to one of the storage disks all the data will be 

corrupted and lost. It's becoming one of the challenges in 

digital forensic investigation when it comes to computer 

crime. Furthermore, this research uses experimental 

practices using live forensic methods to perform analysis 

and examination against the merger of HDD and SSD 

configuration RAID 0 TRIM features. The expected is an 

overview of the characteristics of recovery capability to 

find out the authenticity integrity values of files that have 

been lost or permanently deleted on both TRIM SSD 

functions disable and enable. Furthermore, this research is 

expected to be a solution for the experimental and practical 

investigation of computer crime especially in Indonesia 

given the increasing development of technology that is 

directly compared with the rise in computer crime.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer crime is directly proportional to 

technological developments. The more sophisticated 

technology is implemented, the higher and easier it is for 

the practices of cybercrime to be contraindicated against 

the investigation of computer crimes in finding the 

obstacles. Cybercrime can be through social media 

services, or communication devices such as mobile 

phones, smartphones, PCs, or other computer users [1]. 

Computer crime has electronic evidence and digital 

evidence of a crime in the form of traces of criminal 

activity, it is necessary to analyze the digital evidence 

obtained using forensic science and methods [2]. In the 

field of technology, forensic analysis of digital or 

electronic evidence is called computer forensics [3]. One 

of the forensic computers is in the form of storage media 

(storage device), storage devices have two types of 

storage, namely volatile memory and non-volatile 

memory (NVM) [4].  

The main forms of non-volatile storage media are 

Hard Disk Drives (HDD) and Solid State Drive (SSD). 

HDD has the issue of reliability against shocks, this is 

because the HDD architecture uses a mechanical system 

[5][6] where there is the essence of fundamental memory 

architecture, namely: a rotating disk and a magnetic head 

that reads data on the disk. 

While SSD has a fast data access speed technology 

compared to HDD. Currently, SSDs are replacing HDDs 

in the storage media [7]. It is explained that SSD as the 

main storage medium for computers has a feature called 

TRIM. In previous research [8]  the TRIM feature allows 

the OS (Operating System) to instruct the SSD regarding 

which blocks are no longer used. So that when it is 

written, there is no need to do the deletion process first. 

The TRIM feature helps to maintain good write 

performance on SSD drives. The TRIM function deletes 

blocks that have been marked for deletion by the 

operating system. According to digital forensics [9], the 

contradiction of using SSD with its TRIM feature is that 

the TRIM function hurts forensic analysis, especially in 

data recovery, on the integrity value of the authenticity 

of data that has been lost or deleted. Furthermore, 

deletions are not guaranteed to be recovered as the 

memory controller system of the SSD decides when and 

how many blocks are marked for deletion. From previous 

experiments, it can be seen that the TRIM function has 

always been a challenge in data recovery [10]. 

The solution to making the most of these two types of 

non-volatile memory with different architectures is to 

perform an HDD and SSD fusion technique using RAID 

(Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) 0 to combine 

data stored on disk architectures that represent the 
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combination of multiple physical disks into one logical 

unit. The final results that have been proven by previous 

research [11] show this method is proven to make 

performance faster [12], but on the other hand, there is a 

big question of whether RAID 0 with the TRIM function 

can be easily carried out live forensic methods that refer 

to the SNI 27037: 2014 standard in the process of digital 

forensic investigation of HDD and SSD fusion RAID 0 

configuration TRIM feature or has obstacles or 

challenges that will be proven in this experiment in the 

data recovery process when cybercrime practices occur. 

To prove the hypothesis that has been described in the 

previous sentence, it is necessary to support the software 

(forensic tools) [13] used in this study are FTK Imager 

Portable, Sleuth Kit Autopsy, and Recovery Testdisk. 

This tool is used for investigations in recovering data 

regarding the integrity value of the authenticity of data 

that is lost or permanently deleted in the implementation 

of fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 TRIM disable and 

enable functions. The output of this research is a table of 

data recovery results regarding the integrity value of the 

authenticity of data that has been lost or permanently 

deleted on the fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 TRIM 

disable and enable functions using the live forensic 

method for the data recovery process. 

II. METHOD 

This section explains how researchers apply the live 

forensic method in recovering HDD and SSD fusion data 

with RAID 0 configurations with TRIM features based 

on the guidelines and requirements in the Indonesian 

National Standard (SNI) 27037:2014 [14]-[15]. These 

stages can be seen in Fig. 1. 

Some previous studies have used live forensic 

acquisition procedures in accordance with SNI 

27037:2014. In the guidelines of SNI 27037:2014, which 

can provide optimal results in solving the case under 

study. It is explained that the steps that must be taken for 

the acquisition process, namely the first is to determine 

the type of acquisition used, determine the type of data 

obtained, perform the acquisition procedure, perform the 

procedure of the data obtained by the seal for the hashing 

process with MD5 then verify the authenticity of the 

acquisition file. Fig. 2 shows the stages of examination 

and analysis that will be carried out to complete this 

research. 

● Preparation stages: Make preparations by 

providing storage space to store the data to be 

recovered and extracted. 

● Extraction stages: Performing file extraction by 

identifying and recovering files that have been 

deleted. File extraction will also reveal the 

characteristics of the file structure, deleted data, 

file name, file size, and location. 

● Analysis stages: The stage of analysis is the results 

of files that have been examined. So that it can 

measure the effectiveness of the TRIM function 

file extraction disable or enable. 

 

 

Fig. 1 SNI acquisition procedure 
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Fig. 2 Examination and analysis stages 

A. System Preparation and Forensic Tools 

It is a stage in preparing hardware and software 

specifications used in this research such as fusion HDD 

and SSD RAID 0 configuration and implementation of 

Non-Vollatille memory analysis used as the object of 

research [16]. While the forensic tools used are FTK 

Imager Portable and Testdisk Recovery. 

The first step is to prepare the system that will be used 

in the Live acquisition and Recovery process. The first 

step is to prepare computer specifications and other 

supporters to conduct this research. Equipment that 

needs to be prepared in the form of Table I. 

From Table I, then combining (fusion) HDD and SSD 

RAID 0 configuration techniques by configuring the 

BIOS and setting the SATA controller by changing from 

Native IDE to RAID via the F10 command to save it. The 

following is the process of booting RAID in BIOS, then 

executing the command (CTRL + F) simultaneously so 

that the RAID 0 configuration process is successful. Fig. 

3 which shows the results of the RAID 0 configuration.

 

TABLE I 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USAGE SPECIFICATIONS 

No. Hardware/Software Description 

1 Personal Computer offender (First Computer) Hardware 

2 HP Pavilion g4 series laptop (Second Computer) Hardware 

3 Solid State Drive (SSD) Kingston SA400S37 120 GB Hardware Storage 

4 Hard Disk Drive (HDD) WDC WD1600BEVT 160 GB Hardware Storage 

5 RAID 0 Configuration in the BIOS of the Performer Computer Software BIOS 

6 1 TB External Backup Hard Disk Drive (HDD) Hardware 

7 Operating System Windows 10 Professional 64bit architecture Computer Operating System Performer 

8 Operating System Windows 10 Professional 64bit architecture Investigator Computer Operating System 

9 FTK Imager Portable for Windows Forensic Tools 

10 Sleuth Kit Autopsy Forensics for Windows Forensic Tools 

11 Test disk Recovery Portable for Windows Forensic Tools 

12 Hashmyfile Hashing Tools 
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Fig. 3 shows that the RAID 0 merger has been 

successful and obtained 237 GB of storage memory by 

combining 160 GB of HDD and 120 GB of SSD. 

B. Case Simulation (Scenario) 

At this stage, the case scenario on storage media 

fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 configuration is carried 

out by deleting files against data stored in storage. The 

condition of the computer device is found to be on with 

the storage condition that has been done HDD and SSD 

fusion with RAID 0 configuration. The following 

scenario [17] of HDD and SSD in this research scenario 

can be seen in Fig. 4. 

Furthermore, the case scenario with fusion HDD and 

SSD RAID 0 configuration has 2 stages of simulation as 

follows: 

1)   TRIM fusion setting in the form of disabling the 

TRIM function (TRIM disable) and enabling the TRIM 

function (TRIM enable). To practice testing the TRIM 

function on the fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 

configuration, the test file is permanently deleted with 

the SHIFT + Delete command on both TRIM function 

settings. 

2)   Perform live acquisition of fusion HDD and SSD 

RAID 0 configurations that have been applied to the 

TRIM function to analyze what files can be recovered 

after deletion practice. After performing the TRIM 

function stage, it is carried out to connect the USB 

External HDD as a medium in performing the backup or 

imaging process before carrying out the live forensic 

process of electronic evidence acquisition and live 

recovery on the perpetrator's computer. 

 
Fig. 3 Storage RAID 0 configuration result 

 

 

Fig. 4 Fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 configuration 

scenario 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The research was carried out by simulating hardware 

and software packaged in digital forensics. 

Fundamentally, digital forensics is a theory that directs 

researchers in this case as a reference. In general, 

problems/obstacles that are potentially found in real 

practice will be simulated in this research. Specifically, 

the results of the research implementation of HDD and 

SSD fusion RAID 0 configuration is a solution where 

data is stored on a disk architecture that represents the 

combination of multiple physical disks into one logical 

unit. The goal is to improve performance and increase 

storage capacity. 

According to the digital forensic perspective, the 

contradiction of using an SSD with its TRIM feature [16] 

has a negative effect on forensic analysis, especially on 

data recovery regarding the integrity value of the 

authenticity of data that has been lost or deleted, which 

means that it is necessary to carry out live forensic 

techniques in carrying out HDD and SSD fusion 

analysis. RAID 0 configuration TRIM function which 

refers to the SNI 27037:2014 standard uses forensic tools 

Sleuthkit Autopsy and Tesdisk in digital forensic 

investigations used for data recovery. Furthermore, 

several samples of original files used in this research 

experiment are presented in Table II with labels for odd 

files and even files TRIM disable and enable. 

In the simulation case (scenario), the process of 

activating the TRIM disable and enable functions is 

carried out by moving files to the D:\ or Data Evidence 

practitioner. In this research, permanent deletion will be 

carried out, namely the Data Evidence D:\ partition. In 

the table above, there are various file type extensions and 
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hash values that will be carried out permanent deletion 

practices with the SHIFT + DELETE command, to 

facilitate permanent file deletion, it is necessary to 

distinguish odd-even file names in order to distinguish 

TRIM disable or enable file 

A. Disable dan enable the TRIM Acquisition Technique 

At this stage, the process of acquiring digital evidence 

contained in the fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 

configuration using External USB HDD SATA docking, 

USB is integrated with the first computer (perpetrator) to 

maintain the integrity and authenticity of the data using 

tools that support live forensic techniques, namely FTK 

Imager Portable. The stages of the live forensic 

technique are carried out to obtain files that have been 

permanently deleted in the fusion HDD and SSD RAID 

0 configuration TRIM function disabled and enabled.  

FTK Portable Imager tools can retrieve data and file 

information that has been deleted and can support live 

forensic techniques.  Fig. 5 is the result of the camera 

portrait documentation of the live forensic imaging 

process of TRIM disabled and TRIM enabled using FTK 

Portable Imager, and Table III shows the results of the 

imaging process and the MD5 hash value.  The purpose 

of the imaging process is to avoid damage to the original 

digital evidence contained within the NVMe SSD during 

the analysis process.

 

TABLE II 

LIST OF SEVERAL FILE SAMPLES FOR ODD-EVEN LABELS AND HASH VALUES FILE 

File Real Name MD5 Value 
Extension 

File 

Odd 

 

1 - Copy_1.JPG bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 JPG 

3888_1.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 dcm 

ADSL Router Forensics Part 2_ Acquiring Evidence_1.pdf d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 pdf 

changelog_1.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 txt 

IMG_2815_1.HEIC 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b HEIC 

ExifTool-12.03_1.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 dmg 

loading_1.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd gif 

Materi_about_Abstract_etc_1.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b pptx 

sang surya umri_1.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 mp3 

WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_1.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 mp4 

Even 1 - Copy_2.JPG bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 JPG 

3888_2.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 dcm 

ADSL Router Forensics Part 2_ Acquiring Evidence_2.pdf d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 pdf 

changelog_2.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 txt 

ExifTool-12.03_2.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 dmg 

IMG_2815_2.HEIC 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b HEIC 

loading_2.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd gif 

Materi_about_Abstract_etc_2.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b pptx 

sang surya umri_2.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 mp3 

WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_2.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 mp4 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5 Imaging results (a) TRIM disable, (b) TRIM enable 
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TABLE III 

RESULTS OF ACQUISITION FUSION HDD AND SSD RAID 0 CONFIGURATION TRIM FUNCTION USING FTK 

IMAGER PORTABLE 

Name Drive Imaging MD5 Value Acquisition Process (Time) 

Imaging Trim Disable 7a87fab3e53fd3af620f685934d2dc02 7 Hours 25 Minute 33 Second 

Imaging Trim Enable 13c78b921c59381a428975746a0f523a 5 Hours 12 Minute 44 Second 

 

B. Examination and Analysis of Result 

After imaging TRIM disabled and enabled, the 

following is the examination stage to obtain clues or 

information related to the case. Before examining the 

acquisition results of TRIM disable and enable, the 

original imaging results must be duplicated first, and the 

similarity of the hash value between the original file and 

the copy to maintain the integrity and authenticity of the 

imaging. The examination and analysis of the TRIM 

disable and enable functions of the fusion HDD and SSD 

RAID 0 configuration of the TRIM feature consists of 

the acquisition results using the FTK Imager Portable 

tool which will be examined and analyzed with Sleuth 

Kit Autopsy [18] and the results of recovery using the 

Testdisk Recovery tool which will be checked for the 

integrity of the authenticity of the file by knowing the 

hash value [19] of the recovered file using the 

Hashmyfile tool to determine the hash value. 

1) Check Using the Sleuth Kit Autopsy Tool to 

TRIM disable and Enable: Live acquisition of TRIM 

disable and enable, the researcher performs imaging file 

extraction which aims to maintain the integrity and 

authenticity of the evidence [20]. The extracted imaging 

results are copies of the imaged evidence. Furthermore, 

the examination and analysis stages were carried out 

using the Sleuth Kit Autopsy forensic tool. At this stage, 

it was found that the signature file value had been deleted 

in the TRIM disable and enable functions. The signature 

file is a data information value that is used to identify the 

content of the data [21]. Fig. 6 (a) shows that the 

signature of the odd label file is not damaged. Thus, it 

can be concluded that the odd-label file can be read and 

recovered. Meanwhile, Fig. 6 (b) shows that the 

signature on the even-label file is damaged or changed 

so that the file cannot be fully recovered. 

The file recovery result analysis stages summarized 

in Table IV and Table V show the results of the analysis 

of the TRIM file recovery process disable and enable odd 

and even labels using the Sleuth Kit Autopsy tool. 

The results of TRIM disable and enable odd and even 

files show that by looking at the authenticity of the 

evidence as a whole file can be recovered properly using 

the Sleuth Kit Autopsy tool, it can be assumed that the 

overall recovery of TRIM disable and enable odd and 

even label files has an identical MD5 value or in other 

words, the integrity of the evidence is maintained.

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6 Image of the analysis stage (a) recovery of odd files TRIM disable, (b) recovery of even files TRIM enable tool 

Sleuth Kit Autopsy  
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TABLE IV 

ANALYSIS OF TRIM RECOVERY RESULTS DISABLE ODD FILES USING THE SLEUTH KIT AUTOPSY 

File Name MD5 Value Information 

343985-1 - Copy_1.JPG bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 Successfully 

3888_1.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 Successfully 

344003-ADSL Router Forensics Part 2_ Acquiring Evidence_1.pdf  d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 Successfully 

344012-changelog_1.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 Successfully 

344019-IMG_2815_1.HEIC 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b Successfully 

344016-ExifTool-12.03_1.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 Successfully 

344046-loading_1.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd Successfully 

344048-Materi_about_Abstract_etc_1.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b Successfully 

344069-sang surya umri_1.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 Successfully 

344085-WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_1.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 Successfully 

TABLE V 

ANALYSIS OF TRIM RECOVERY RESULTS ENABLE EVEN FILES USING THE SLEUTH KIT AUTOPSY 

File Name MD5 Value Information 

343985-1 - Copy_2.JPG bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 Successfully 

3888_2.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 Successfully 

345133-ADSL Router Forensics Part 2_ Acquiring Evidence_2.pdf d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 Successfully 

345142-changelog_2.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 Successfully 

345146-ExifTool-12.03_2.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 Successfully 

345149-IMG_2815_2.HEIC 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b Successfully 

345174-loading_2.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd Successfully 

345178-Materi_about_Abstract_etc_2.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b Successfully 

345199-sang surya umri_1.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 Successfully 

345113-WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_1.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 Successfully 

 

2) Check Using the Testdisk Tool to TRIM Disable 

and Enable: The examination stage using the Test disk 

tool is used to compare the results of data recovery 

obtained from the fusion HDD and SSD RAID 0 

configuration of the TRIM disable and enable functions 

for odd and even files. Fig. 7 shows the process analysis 

(a) recovery of odd files TRIM disable, (b) recovery of 

even files TRIM enable tool Testdisk. 

Based on the observations in this study, Test disk 

does not have a specific time to recover the data of the 

fusion HDD and SSD partitions in RAID 0 

configuration, because Testdisk rebuilds files on the 

cache/buffer partition on the SSD architecture controller. 

Next, Fig. 8 shows the recovery results of the TRIM 

function disable odd files and the TRIM function enable 

even files.

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7 Process analysis images (a) odd file recovery TRIM disable, (b) even file recovery TRIM enable tool Testdisk 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 8 Recovery results (a) odd file TRIM disable, (b) even file TRIM enable tool Testdisk  

 

At this stage, analyzing the integrity of file 

authenticity using the Testdisk recovery tool does not 

have the advantage of checking the authenticity value of 

the evidence or MD5 hash on the file, so additional tools 

are needed, namely Hashmyfile. The recovery results of 

TRIM disable odd files and TRIM enable even files 

using the Testdisk tool will be summarized in Table VI 

and Table VII. 

The Table VI and VII are files that can be recovered 

by the Testdisk Recovery tool and analyzed using the 

Hashmyfile tool, based on the research conducted, there 

are quite a lot of files that cannot be opened or are 

damaged after recovery and also the file name is much 

changed from the original file name, then there are also 

quite a lot of files that cannot be recovered using the 

Testdisk Recovery tool and analysis using the 

Hashmyfile tool with a permanent deletion scenario 

implementation on the TRIM Enable function, 

accounting for around 21 out of 50 files from different 

extensions that cannot be recovered by Test disk 

Recovery tool. It can be concluded that the Test disk tool 

can recover some files but cannot maintain the integrity 

of the authenticity of evidence from several files in 

digital forensic analysis. And still has quite a lot of 

shortcomings because not all file extensions can be 

recovered and almost all file extensions have hash value 

results that change from the original file hash value 

before being permanently deleted. As for Sleuth Kit 

Autopsy [22], besides having open-source access, this 

tool also has reliable data recovery capabilities.

 

TABLE VI 

RECOVERY RESULTS ODD FILES TRIM DISABLE USING TESTDISK TOOLS 

File Name MD5 Value Information 

f0258144.png bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 Successfully 

3888_1.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 Successfully 

f0143256_ADSL_Router_Forensics_Part_2_ 

Acquiring_Evidence.pdf  

d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 Successfully 

changelog_1.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 Corrupted File 

f0085880.heic 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b Successfully 

ExifTool-12.03_1.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 Corrupted File 

loading_1.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd Corrupted File 

f0240048.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b Successfully 

f0200456.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 Successfully 

WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_1.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 Corrupted File 
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TABLE VII 

RECOVERY RESULTS EVEN FILES TRIM ENABLE USING TESTDISK TOOLS 

File Name MD5 Value Information 

f0287760.png bb5eb60148e4cc76d6d5c1eb4e9a7790 Successfully 

3888_2.dcm 6bf03f35172084bba87a9f651f952a26 Corrupted File 

f0380128_ADSL_Router_Forensics_Part_2_Acquiring 

_Evidence.pdf 

d5f0e4868a9782b2b21904a755c805e9 Successfully 

changelog_2.txt 4027a10da52763d5cecb8755606df739 Corrupted File 

ExifTool-12.03_2.dmg 94e1a55472a4447e9b0e3cfe5d91e053 Corrupted File 

f0406568.heic 7cccb4833beccada2002dc077fde2b9b Successfully 

loading_2.gif 7b9776076d5fceef4993b55c9383dedd Corrupted File 

f0476880.pptx a37909d48174d5c3ccbf937f0b20e82b Successfully 

sang surya umri_1.mp3 d779e13087d8e6d60c73bbf7b85499d7 Corrupted File 

WhatsApp Video 2020-08-07 at 16.30.54_1.mp4 19204bdfc008c2e85aaccf9ba38b6a20 Corrupted File 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Technology in HDD and SSD fusion devices RAID 0 

configurations have an important impact on the ability of 

forensic analysts and investigators to search for and 

understand data stored on SSD devices. Based on the 

results of research that has been carried out, technology 

in HDD and SSD fusion devices with RAID 0 

configuration as a solution for optimizing access speed 

performance for faster reading and writing performance 

and more storage capacity, has a negative impact when 

cybercrime occurs so that it is necessary to carry out 

forensic analysis and investigation to find and 

understand data stored on storage memory devices when 

cybercrime occurs. Based on information gathered from 

literature reviews and experiments implemented in this 

research, it is proven that the TRIM enable and disable 

mechanism causes problems in digital forensic 

investigations, as evidenced by the results of data 

recovery when TRIM disable and enable is activated, 

some data cannot be recovered using the Testdisk tool 

Recovery. Apart from that, the file extension has a hash 

value that is different from the hash value of the original 

file before the permanent data deletion attempt, in other 

words, the file is also not identical to the original file so 

the integrity of the evidence is not guaranteed. While the 

Sleuthkit Autopsy tool successfully recovers data on the 

TRIM disabled and enabled features with the same 

integrity value, the Sleuthkit Autopsy tool has open-

source access and reliable data recovery capabilities. For 

further research, it is recommended to test the HDD and 

SDD fusion RAID 0 configuration for the TRIM 

function using different forensic tools such as Belkasoft 

Forensic as well as implementation on the Mac OS or 

Linux operating system by exploring file deletion and 

recovery in the field of digital forensics. 
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